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To the Editor: 

 It has been my pleasure over the past twenty years to witness, regretfully from afar, 

the brilliant work of the Berkshire Bach Society, and I have never ceased being flattered and 

honored by the degree of devotion to my works offered by this stunning ensemble of virtuosi. 

 I cannot help feeling a certain pang of remorse, however, about the large number of 

my works – concerti, sonatas and cantatas – that have been lost over the years due to 

negligence, forgetfulness and careless use of the delete button. But I am in awe of the avid 

scholars, publishers and record companies (those are still a mystery to me), who keep my 

pieces in the public eye. Imagine my surprise, though, when I received notice – by email just 

last week – that one of my lost wedding cantatas was about to be performed by Berkshire 

Bach. How, I thought, is this possible? Have they found my autograph tucked away in some 

dusty corner of the Thomas-Schule, in the bride’s secret desk drawer, or underneath one of 

my sons’ beds?  

 Astonishingly, the cantata, of which only the two vocal (soprano and alto) parts are in 

existence, has been “reconstructed”, and all the missing instrumental parts – flute, 2 oboes, 

bassoon, strings and harpsichord – have been reinstated. All that work is due to the ingenuity 

of Berkshire Bach’s very industrious harpsichordist and music director Dr. Kenneth Cooper, 

who seems to know my style better than I do myself. (I don’t remember things all that well 

now.)  Of the seven movements, two are so amazingly like my work that Herr Cooper must 

truly have pulled the proverbial rabbit out of the proverbial hat – but wait: I seem to recall 

using that material in other cantatas, which, of course have been discovered and printed. So 

that must be where he got them! Whew – I thought I’d lost my touch. But the revived sections 

are pretty close to what I did, to the best of my recollection – after all, it’s been 282 years 

since I last saw this music. 

 I do remember the occasion well, though. The very cute young Susanna Regina 

Hempel of Zittau, whom my friend Picander euphemistically called “angelic”, and after 

whom I named my daughter – I don’t know which daughter – I never thought to number 

either my children or my cantatas -  seemed very pleased to marry my extremely wealthy 

colleague Johann Heinrich Wolff of Leipzig; I recall that there were some reasons I had to be 

nice to these people – ah yes, we owed Wolff some money for certain things I’d better not 

mention here, and little did I know that he would become the brother-in-law of Hempel, one 

of the local tax-collectors.  

 So I wrote a light-hearted piece, employing Picander’s very sweet lyric, blaming the 

whole thing on an argument between the two towns and their rivers (Neisse and Pleisse). 

After the more or less comedic opening duet, the Neisse complains “Do you have to raid my 

town? Don’t you have any girls of your own?” to which the Pleisse answers, in a rather risqué 

aria, “See how time flies when they’re kissing,” etc. We let them patch everything up in the 

end, with a final duet “à la polonaise”, in which I executed some rather good counterpoint, if I 

do say so myself. (I also buried a little in-joke in the opening of the first duet – the first four 

bass notes hold the key to the entire tonal scheme of the cantata – C – A – F – G). 

 I think I’ve rambled enough – I really must use Skype the next time – but I hope your 

November 27 concert is a big success – the other works on the program are among my 

favorites – Handel’s Water Piece for trumpet, Vivaldi’s La Caccia Concerto and Corelli’s 

celebrated Christmas Concerto – and as always, I’ll be there – in spirit. 
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